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УДК 539.19; 529.2

В.М.Локтев, Е.М.Татарзнко

Возможнье сверхструктурьт металлических ионов в
нестехиометри^еских фуллеритах

На основе симметричного анализа рассмотрены упорядо^-еннье
структуры атомов щелочных металлов M=K,Rb,cs в системах м

х

с ^ о
для х <• 6 . С помон!ыо метода стат^еских концентрационных волн
определены значения х- и отвечавшие им волновье векторы, приве-
дшие к перио,им'-еским структурам, и наРдена базовая диаграьаия,
каиестн-енно сбгласугоагаяся с наблюдаемой экспериментально.

V.M.Lok-tev, K.M.Tatarenko

Poasible Superstructures of Metalic Ions in Nonatolohiometric
Fuller i tea MxCg0

The ordered structures of alkali metal MaK,Rb,Cs atoms are con-
sidered in the ЭДСгд systems for z < 6 on the basis of symmet-
ry analysis. Using the stat ic concentration wave approach the

3c values and the corresponding vectors resulting in periodic
structures are determined. The phase diagram that agrees quali-
tatively with the one observed experimentally i s obtained.
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INTRODUCTION

Solid 0g
0
 interoalated by the alkali and alkali-earth me-

tal atoms K=Li, Wa, К, 3b, Сз, Са, Ва is a nt.v important family

of superconducting compounds used in science (physics, chemistry)

and in practical applications (general information about fullez me

C/-Q molecule and fullerites aee in Ref3.£i,2J). Apparently, one
of the rather important peculiarities of theae binary solid solu-
tiona relating them with copper-containing high-T0 superconducting
compounds is the possibility to change their chemical oontent
(and, thus - the properties) by introducing in interstices of the
host lattice the metal atoms of first (rarely - second) group of
periodic Table. Depending on stoichiometric content and tempera-
ture of the doped fulleritea K G , the doped atoms M may be
both in the ordered and disordered states being, to a large extent,
the determinants of the observed characteristics (inoluding pos-
sible arising of superconductivity) oS the system as a whole. If
the relevant data on the high-Tc superconduotors ordering are ob-
tained and already well-known (see, e.g., Ref.f?])» the ones on
formation of superlattioes and their properties for fullerites are
studied to a more less extent.

Four different phases of the binary system of Ш С£0(Ы«К, Rb,
Ca) have so far been specified. If X * O the crystal structure

of the "initial" compound - fulleritu - refers to an f.o.c. type

[4,5] » tor 0<*C i the structure «an be deeorlbed as f.0.0.

(II) [6,7]; at the point * * 3 the lattice gets rearranged and

at x =4 it beoomes of the b.c.t* type [7]. Finally, in the region

Ц <x g 6 th* lattice has the b.0.0. structure. The experimen-

tal phase diagram of the Bb CgQ ayrtem is shorn for illustra-

tion in Fig.1; it is very important and interesting from any view-

point that the f.0.0. (II) phase exhibits the superconducting pro-

perties. However, it is not clear so far why the l&tters are ob-

served merely in this phase. The figure shows also that structural

phase transitions in doped solid Cg
0
 may be induced by variation

of another factor - the temperature T •

'We do pot touch upon intricate questions of the fullerite oryc-
tal structure which «re associated with alight distortions of
the lattice due to the Сед molecules oriedtational disorder.
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Fig.1. Sohematio pattern of experimental phase diagram [9].

There are regions of two-phase coexistence. Solid lines

denote the observable intei-phase boundaries.

In the given paper we intend to consider possible ordered

structures in f.0.0. and b.o.o. fullerite lattioes arising with

filling of their tetra- and octa-interstioes. To this end we

shall use the static concentration wave method (SOW) suggested

by Khaohaturyan [io] to deeoribe the ordering in different alloys

and generalized for the oase of complex lattices (in particular,

hlgh-T
Q
 superconducting compounds) in Ref.[it]. We have also ap-

plied successfully this method to caloulate superstructures in

the Le.^AO.^
s
 (lUCu,M) [12] whioh have then been discovered ex-

perimentally in Refs.[i3,H].

Remind that in f.0.0. lattloe there are three - t«o tetra-

hedral and octahedral - interstices per atoev (Molecule) of the

host structure whioh can be oooupled with doping. Aooording to

Ref.Pl5] the first type interstices radius in 0 ^ fullerite -

1.1A, and the second one - 2.1A, so, taking into aooouot that

radii of K^Rb* and Go* ions equal, correspondingly, 1.34,

1.4Л and 1.3A, the situation in VgCg
0
 ooapounds diftera tro»

that in the known substituting alloy* «here the dopeat radius

is much larger than the radii of both iritexwtloee; and uroally
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the iilling begins with interstices of larger volume, i.e., of

the octa-type. In J»
X

C
6Q where, in principle, there is enough

room in both interstices it ia not excluded that here, vice ver-

sa, the substituting atoms fill first the tetra-interaticea and

only then - the octa-type ones. The validity of this -supposition

which is, probably, associated with leas deformation of the lat-

tice is confirmed in. the fir3t саяе by calculations of ion cohe-

sive energy in interstices of solid CgQ , revealing that there

exists the energy gain if K
+
 ia surrounded by a tetrahedron of

fullerene molecules M5J. The situation is not so clear for the'-»

ion, however, we assume frrther, for definiteness, the filling of

interstices in KJZ&Q
 ior x

^i to begin with the tetra-inter-

stices.

On the contrary, when x > 3 the situation is somewhat sim-

pler: at the point x = 3 the f.c.c. lattice rearranges as the

b.c.c. one in which the number Of interstices per atom (molecule)

equals 6 (see Refs. [/10,2J), and only tetr-a-interatices are fil-

led.

At the present time there is only one, already mentioned,

experimental work [9j where for I,*=Rb the phase diagram of the

system U
x
Cg

0
 is studied in detail depending on the oontent and

temperature. We make an attempt to obtain a similar phase diag-

ram based on symmetry considerations giving the possibility to

show at what values x. and T , between what structures the

order-order or order-diaorder phase transitions take plaoe. Unfor-

tunately, one faila to carry out the thermodynamic analysis of

lines of the mentioned phase transitions since there is no relia-

ble information on the parameter of atom-atom (atom-molecule)

potential in these systems. Nevertheless, it Is possible to indi-

cate on the phase diagram the regions where either of superstruo-

turea may exist or not.

SUPERSTRUCTURES IK M^CgQ ARISING UNDER FILLING

OP A SUBSYSTEM OP TETRA-INTBRSTICES FOR x4 2.

A subsystem of tetrahedral interstioes of f.o.c. lattioe is

shown in Pig.2. They can bo represented by two interpenetrating

b.c.o. lattices; in other v/oa"da, we get the system with complica-

ted laing lattioe whioh, in its turn, can be represented by two
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ig.2, ^etraheOral Interstice С-t-
1
 oub.iyptem lr f»c,c. lattice,

B.ravais sublet tioea.

Ля it io known j 10 J the first brillouin zone of .f.cc. latti-

«o contains four Mtairits points j ' f^X^^W (rig.3), whose

wave vectors к
 J
 niaice possible the arising of the ordered sitruc-

iurea' stable to antiphase displacementя

Fi
t
>3. Brillouin zono of f.o.c. lattice.

i
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(0,4,0), (0,0,0

(to the right there i s shown the symmetry group of the wave vec-
tor s t a r ) . In other wordss the coordinates (1) Indicate the posi-
t ions of symmetrical points in the accepted basis £n 44 t 4

and Jf€t vrtiera €• are primitive t ranslat ions in the direc-
tion flOO], [oioj and [oCiJ o£ a reciprocal space, respectively»

Further analysis reproduces completely our considerations
from Hefo |i2Jt therefore, we omit here deta i ls of calculations*
Mention only tha t , follovrint; %et. £i?J (see also Ref. f 1 i j ) one
can construct the distribution function ?{'£} where ъ i s the
unit cell radius-vector, aw* {>(.£} ia one-particle probability to
.find the atom M in the in te rs t ice it U. • , so that for t e t r a -

where C'j ia the basis vector of tho *.o.o. l a t t i ce .
iieaerallj» speaicin^, for V,\o values r. s £ there may exist n,

je't ot ordered structures oouatructed on the vectors (1). However
we give hers just the main structures юг £ ~ L emu 2" * Z
can be oonstruoted for the voator i? ' . For the l a t t e r the
ribution function ta&s the following tor,

i3 the cuiicer/t.x'etioa cl аютя М in £ 0-fi compo-

und, and IJ ! э Win teoperuturu dependent lorifr-rtus^e order part,-

matsr. In par t icular , lor tha t^o-aubla'liics ease ii i t repreet-:

tea by tue difieronoe ol cio&u valuue p, f and p, whiou. ii

tneir turn, resporja lo propabi i i t ics to find игаь Ai in t'n >

t e t r e - i n i e r s t i c e a C'i tUe Нгзг ox oeoona «uDlaft"jc-t

lor ftxan>p'L<-•, &t 1 = 0 the jif^anioter '? •> i f find С t "'.
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( c!| is the atoichionetric: value) and the» distribution function

taken on only two valuoa: О mid 1. The corresponding auper:;tructu-

ro haa the form 3hcra;i in Pi,;. 4; for thi.3 ordorin^ the concentra-

tion с*£ - * Is. ; thus, the latter corresponds, actually, to

the MC/-n Btoiohiometric system.

Pig.4. Ordered metal atom (•) and

responding to MCgy.

vacancies (+) positions cor-

If the value oc > i , then according to the above-mentioned

suggestion the second aublattioe of tetra-lnterstioes is being

filled. The filling is completed at the point x - 2. when both

.oublatticea appear to be with M atoms. Then, as it was noticed,

there may arise the superstructures with stoichiometry 1 •< X <H')
however if they cannot be represented by the veotore (1) the aye-

tem will decompoee into such ones which correspond to the most

stable superstructures under the given X and T . Besides

that, when T is high enough and for x<£,the probabili-

ties pi and pK get compared, the system M
x
cgo e h o u l d b e

in high-syrametrio disordered (in interetioes) phase and, oonse-

quently, when T~ IB finite there exists the order-diaorder

transition line below whioh one may speak about some possible

'.c.o. structures corresponding to various X values. So, for

X л L the structure with one dopant-filled tetra-lattice may oor-
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respond to f.o.c. (l)
}
 and for JC = 2. when both te»ra-interatioes

are filled - to f.c.c.(II). In principle, for * { 3 there should

also be the f.c.e.(III) phase when in the host f.c.o. atruoture

almost all interstices get filled. As in the слэе 4 * X. < % , the

concentration region 2 < эс < 3 should also tend to decomposition

if the X value does not correspond to the stable к .

SUPERSTRUCTURES IN M C
f i 0
 IN THE REGION 2* Xtf 3

Аз it was already noted, only one type of interaticea - the

octahedral one - and the initial system for filling is ^о^бО*

This concentration region is especially interesting for investiga-

tion as it has not yet been determined at what эс value the me-

tal-insulator transition occurs and whether this value coincides

with the point of superconductivity arising. If then зс < 3 it

would also be interesting to determine to what superstructure (if

the latter does exist) it corresponds since the superstructure

influences the electron spectrum whose peculiarities may determine

the formation of relatively high critical temperatures. It ia only

known that the above phenomena take place in the region ж f 3

where, apparently, only the octa-interstioes (just as vaoancies)

remain unfilled. Their subsystem in the f.c.o. lattice in shows

in Pig.5; it oan also be described b:* the f.3.0. lattice for which

Pig.5. Ootahedral interetioe (+) subsystem in f.o.c. lattice
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к - j (a,*^ ta,).
In other words, this subsystem is represented by a simple Ising

lattioe. Many (not all) of its distribution funotlons for LtfehiU

stars {1} can be found in Kef. \\o]. Let us consider some (absent

in £ю]) superstructures.
First there exist the superstructures generated by one tr»

star which oan be described by a one component order parameter

(in this oase the SOW method proves to be most well-grounded trots

physical point of view). Tho distribution function for the *©,,

star oan then be determined as

(2)

where Jft ia the ooeffiisient dt
roetry ^10-12j. The Buperst-JUfitui-

6 and oorrespon.ia to X-2,..

tbe oi-dered pbaso eys-
oacribai by Bo,= (i !) i s shown in

i g . 6 . Ordered metal «torn (-•) p o s i t i o n s oorre'ipondiug to j,i? ̂

which ia descr ibed by d i g t r i b u t i o n iun>.;%lori l?)«

Besides, tho
! or "\.hic'n

a tar may pr

H i г

unotri».r



У '2,2$ ая we' L

оси; iad.

i r bctb. e n ? -

• u t i : a cut-lad 141s lov. <:-

i
• (Ч

•; e.u-1 i 0 t'c.v plane г » £ ir

i"y t h e £• ^ ntr.ir i"?£>por)d t o

• . ; ; • : . so М?С,-.^ оитароияй but

: ; : c r . [ ( /0? ! . Tiie f'.!.rt:t e u p e r -

';••:-. d i .- i ' r ; but ion r t n o o t i c r

4 Л. С

••t»5.7. Ordered metal atom (*t poaitiona oorreeponding to

. ()ioh is described, by distribution function (4).
2

and ths second one (the ) w atar) -
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in both оавез у =сД* - ijl.

The same stars generate also the superstructures when C^ > *fa

siDoe, in fact, У- > 2,5 • For example, one of them generated

simultaneously \i
L
-(i,{>

L

2
)
 o f t h e

 ^i/p
 s t a r

 and k
x
 = (0,0,1)

of the S,jk one are shown in Pig. 8. They correspond to Mg ycCgo

compound, and the relevant distribution function can be given by

the sum of two rather than one concentration waves

«here ъ is each of the partial order parameters.

Pig.8. Ordered metal atom (0) positions corresponding toM
9
 7сС

Лг
.

l*V I? Z. O "

generated by two wave veotora fc end л .

With decreasing T there first "switches" on the star cor-

responding to one order parameter and then - to another. Then the

arising structural phase transition is step-like and manifests it-

self, for example, in the temperature dependenoe of lattioe para-

meters what would be interesting to ch'eok experimentally.

ORDERING OP 3?3KU-IHTJi!RSTICBS IN M
x
Cg

0
 B.C.С LATTICE

At the point x= J the system of b.c-o. interetioes is com-

pletely filled and next atoms in M_Cg
0
 system may be infested only

by recirrnn^ing tho initial lattioe in b.c.o. Thus, there arise new
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posPibilitiee as the number of interstices increases, to within

6 (Fig.9). It is readily seen that interstices in b.o.o. lattice

are also represented by the b.o.c. lattioe.

Pig.9. Interstice (+) subsystem in b.o.o. lattioe.

The firat Brillouin band has in this case three stars

On these wave veotors one oan oonstruct a significant enough num-

ber of superetruoturea but we consider only one of them for Jc-A
t

the letter is well revealed in experiment. _

It oan be constructed on the wave vector к -0 , and the

dletrlbution function desoribing it, has the form

p,к

h

A
i
A
\
л

1

-h, -\
0

Tsix

- • »

-4

5

(5)
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where C
M
 = C^ -

 2
/i what corresponds to

 M
<

G
go« The auperatruotu-

re described by the function (5) io shown in Pig.10 where the sub-

lattioea 1,T, В and 2 of a tetra-subsystem for the interstioea

are assumed to be completely filled. The corresponding b.c.c.

lattioe of the host is distorted experiencing tetragonal deforma-

tion due to which it is labelled in Fig.1 as b.c.t..Suoh a distri-

bution of doped atoms results in small etretehing of the lattioe

along its fioo] and [oio] directions and in analogous squeezing

along [_00iJ . In other words, the reaulting tetragonal system

M.CgQ is smaller than 1. This agrcea with the data oited in H*f.

[9].

Pig.10. Ordered metal atom (•) positions corresponding to

which is described by distribution function (5).

CONCLUSION

Thus, juat this simple consideration reveals that in

syatems there may be diversified superatruotures whose investiga-

tion would be helpful in answering the questions concerning not

only tha crystal peculiarities of these compounds but also their,

electric and thermodynawio properties. But in comparison with ex-

periment one should bear in mind that intaratioea for зсу 2, «re

being filieft in a different sequence than it is assumed above (or

the latter la At -dependent), and the transition at the point
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V - Ъ
 г

 being the 1-st kind pbaae transition,transforms the or-

dered f.c.c. lattice into the disordered b.c.c. one, hence, the

system needs time to reach the equilibrium. Besides that, not only

the value x Cx<h) of in3ulator-metal transition rernaina unk-

nown but also the point of reverse insulating transition in the

system with x > Ъ .

Concluding, it should be mentioned that the largest temperatu-

res for superconducting transition have the triple compounds

Rb
x
Cs,

 x
Cg

0
 where the role of atoms distribution (including the

ordered one) has not yet been studied, and this seems to Ъе of

rather great interest. It should also be noted that certain ions,

e.g. Ha, fill interstioes so, that their (ions) number in the

letters is larger than one [16J; in this case the arising auper-

struotures may (and should) differ from those calculated above.

Finally, we have all grounds to assume that the doped atoms in ful-

lerite ocoupy noncentral positions in the interstices |j7] and this

gives additional characteristics for the observed experimental

picture. If we mean not the atomic substitution only in solid C,Q

(and other fullerites) but the molecular one (in particular, halo-

gens), then besides the distribution of their positions, which

in principle, responds to the considered above, one should also

bear in mind the possibility of oriontational ordering, the latter,

as the above-mentioned noncentrality, should result in dividing

each of the sublattices of interstioes into several ones. However,

ell these and similar interesting problems require their theore-

tical and experimental studies.

This work was supported» in part, by Soros Foundation Grant

0-86 awarded by the American Physical Society.
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